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Foreword
What if all paid sex work was performed by robots? This question was the 
starting premise for The Good Girl. It came from an article I read about two 
Australian researchers who hypothesised that by 2050 the world’s sex industry 
could be dominated by robots. 

The article raised issues that could potentially be solved by this including 
reducing human trafficking, sexually transmitted diseases and even the guilt in 
a relationship where someone pays for external sex — as the third party in the 
equation is not human, so less of a betrayal has taken place.

This was where I began, delving into an imagined alternative world where the 
2050 scenario was already the case. What I started to write though, was a story 
about two people who meet by chance, feel a connection and find a reason to 
stay together. A love story.

What then emerged was a whole range of conversations, moments and actions 
about relationships and power. This included the power between the two people 
but also the power of an individual within a society. I also found I was exploring 
what living in a state of extreme capitalism – where everything you do is measured 
by what it’s worth — does to people, to relationships, to love. This could be an 
alternative world, it could be our future. It’s kind of how we live right now.

The story kept coming back to love, how we try and find it, what we do with it, 
what binds us to another person and how much responsibility we owe to those 
over whom we exert some control. It’s also something of an investigation into 
the concept of nuclear family — what this is, how it came to be and how it works 
— a theme I continue to explore in my writing. 

Ultimately I wanted to create a play that actors would love performing and 
audiences would find provocative, funny and surprising. I came to admire 
Anjali and Ven, their messy, fucked up, but earnest attempts to be true to 
themselves and somehow survive the world. 

There is something in this play for me about personal agency, how our choices 
shape us. How at each moment, even when it feels like everything is out of our 
control, we still do have within our power: small moments of choice.

Emilie Collyer
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Notes
Characters:

ANJALI, a woman
VEN, a man

Actors can be from any cultural background. Age is flexible although I imagine 
them in their late 20s / early 30s.

Setting:

Some time in the future
Anjali’s room
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The Good Girl

SCENE ONE: CHOCOLATE CAKE
The sound of a drill, maybe tapping. Tool sounds.

A woman, ANJALI, wearing pleasant womanly clothes is 
stirring cake mix in a bowl.

The tool sounds stop.

The man, VEN, enters, wearing manly handy man clothes 
and carrying the drill.

VEN All done.

ANJALI Fixed?

VEN Shouldn’t give you any more problems.

ANJALI Shouldn’t or won’t?

VEN Satisfaction guaranteed.

ANJALI That’s what I like.

Beat.

VEN Nice place.

ANJALI Yes.

VEN All the rooms are good. Especially up on this floor. 
You’re lucky.

ANJALI  It’s nothing to do with luck.

VEN Right. Of course.
 Clean and secure. Guess it has to be, your line of work.
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ANJALI Mm.

Beat.

VEN [The bowl] Baking?

ANJALI You don’t miss a trick.

VEN May I?

VEN dips his finger into the bowl and licks off the mixture. 
ANJALI is taken aback but doesn’t stop him.

 Mm. Chocolate.

ANJALI Help yourself. Really.

VEN Delicious.

ANJALI Never fail.

VEN Just like my mother’s.

Beat.

 Sorry.

ANJALI It’s fine.

VEN It’s just a saying.

ANJALI I know.

VEN Where I grew up there was this woman, we called her 
Nan, anyway, she was a nice old bird and she used to bake. 
Chocolate cake with icing on it for our birthdays. She put 
smarties on top.

ANJALI Smarties?

VEN Chocolate buttons. So the smell. I mean, woo! It just. Yeah. 
It’s a good smell.
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ANJALI Yes.

VEN So, do you bake stuff to share it with the others?

ANJALI Others?

VEN Other girls, on this floor.

ANJALI No. They’re my competition. I’m not baking cake for 
those bitches.

VEN Right.

ANJALI So if you’re all done then.

VEN What? Oh yeah.

ANJALI Can you run a final test before you go?

VEN Like I said, hundred percent.

ANJALI I don’t want to have to get you back.

VEN Right.

Beat.

ANJALI So?

VEN Would that be so bad?

ANJALI I’m sorry?

VEN I mean you talk like it’s a hassle. But really, you call, I come. 
 You’re not personally put out. In any way. I try your cake 

mix. I like your cake mix. I love it. 
 It’s the mother thing isn’t it. Goddamn, it’s hard to say the 

right thing. No matter what I said, it would have been 
wrong. All I’m saying is, that’s a damn tasty mix, all right? 
Sweet but not too sugary. Good hit of chocolate, to the 
back of the mouth. Creamy. Light. You should be proud. 
I could imagine with that mix, it’ll be moist. Real moist. 
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You won’t need chocolate buttons. You may not even need 
icing. Bit of cream. But maybe not even that. I shouldn’t 
say that. I shouldn’t say anything. 

 Jesus.

Beat.

ANJALI Could you just … run the test?

VEN Yeah. Course.

Beat.

VEN exits.

ANJALI stirs the cake mix.

VEN enters.

VEN Double checked everything. Pressed start. It’ll go through 
a full test.

ANJALI Good.

Beat.

 We can listen from here. I usually do anyway. Make sure 
everything’s tickety boo. 

 Here.

ANJALI hands a beater or spoon to VEN.

VEN Cool!

From off stage we hear the sound of a woman’s voice. 
It starts low and soft, then builds in both volume and 
intensity to a full sexual climax.

ANJALI and VEN are listening but as two people would 
listen to a car that has just been tuned or an electronic 
item that has been playing up and is now running 
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smoothly — with critical awareness and appreciation. 
VEN licks the beater throughout. But it should not be at all 
sexual. His attentiveness is more like that of a small boy, 
intent on getting every last speck of mixture off.

 I’ll just make sure the finalising sequence is smooth.

ANJALI You don’t have to.

VEN exits.

ANJALI puts her finger into the bowl and tastes the mix.

VEN enters.

VEN It … er … She.
 She’s um … she’s crying.

ANJALI Oh yeah.
 Some men like that. A few tears at the end. A little weep.

VEN Right.

ANJALI [Points to the beater he is still holding] Are you done?

VEN Thanks. Took me right back.

He hands the beater to ANJALI.

  That’s um, sorry, but isn’t that … irregular? The crying thing.

Beat.

ANJALI Are you going to report me?

VEN Um.

ANJALI Jesus.

Beat.

 Do you want a freebie?
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VEN Excuse me?

ANJALI On the house. No paperwork. No registration. If you feel 
weird with me here I can disappear for … how long [sizes 
him up] 10 minutes? 15?

VEN Um. Oh no. No.

ANJALI She’s very good. Popular.

VEN I’m sure she is. I just … once I’ve worked on one of them I 
can’t … It’s … this thing opens up. Inside me. I see them as, I 
don’t know, something that I have to take care of. So I can’t.

 You know.

ANJALI Oh.

Silence.

VEN When did it start?

ANJALI I don’t know.

VEN I mean, if it’s a fault, I can take a look.

ANJALI It’s not a fault.

VEN You don’t want me to fix it.

ANJALI Take the freebie, please, or whatever else you want.

Beat.

VEN Tell me what happened.

ANJALI It’s not doing her any harm.

VEN You said to name what I want. Tell me how it happened 
and I won’t report it.

ANJALI How can I trust you?
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VEN Life’s a gamble.

ANJALI Life’s not a fucking gamble. It’s what you make of it.

VEN All right. It’s not a gamble. Don’t tell me and I’ll report it. 
Tell me and I won’t.

Beat.

 Straight up.

ANJALI It was an accident. Just a stupid … 
 I’d left her switched on, and the door open. By mistake. 
 I was watching one of those talent contest shows, you 

know that one — Sing for your Supper. With the disabled 
kids and they have to sing or tell their life story and I 
mean the shows are so crap, such manipulative bullshit, 
but I can’t help myself.

 This boy, tap dancing in his prosthetics, to one of those 
old songs you know, with some kind of palsy that made 
his legs shake, he even had a little umbrella. 

 [Sings] ‘Singin’ in the rain, just singin’ in the rain!’

Beat.

 He had this huge smile, like he was so proud of what 
he’d learned. 

 This little guy: [Sings] ‘What a glorious feeling … I’m 
happy again!’ 

 Jesus. So frigging beautiful. [Gathers herself]

VEN Did he get picked?

ANJALI No.

VEN Poor fucking kid. Back to the factory job or whatever.

ANJALI Exactly.

VEN And then what?
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ANJALI So later, this guy, a client. It was raining outside. He had an 
umbrella. And she starts crying. 

 And I was like, Jesus, I’m so sorry, I don’t know what’s 
going on, she must need a service. 

 But the guy, he liked it. Paid extra.

VEN So the kid made her sad.

ANJALI Seemed to.

VEN They’re not meant to do that. They’re supposed to be passive.

ANJALI I know. This is the thing. It was like a freakish one-off.

VEN But you tried it again.

ANJALI I replayed the show in her room the next day, before a 
client. Nothing.

VEN But she’s doing it now. She’s crying.

ANJALI The show did nothing, but when I started talking about it, 
asking her what she remembered …

VEN They’re not designed for recall.

ANJALI … but when I got to the bit about the boy and his wobbly 
legs, and I sang a bit of the song, she started again.

VEN [Beat] So it’s you.

ANJALI What? No. It’s the story.

VEN You teared up now just telling me the story. She was 
responding to your emotion, not the show or the boy.

Beat.

 How long will she cry for?

ANJALI She’ll have stopped by now. It never gets … uncomfortable. 
It evokes compassion. Not guilt. Or responsibility.
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VEN And the men, the women, who come, they pay a little 
extra? Black market cash.

ANJALI Look, I know I should have reported it. I just, I didn’t want 
them to take her away. 

 Do you know how hard it is to secure a position like this? 
This way, if I can make some extra money, I can buy my 
way out or even, I don’t know, apply to patent the idea. 

 If they see it as a, a mistake, or some kind of mistreatment, 
they’ll rip away my privileges, send me back to filing. But 
if I can make it work, create a point of difference, well they 
sometimes reward that. I just … need a bit more time.

Beat.

 So I’ve told you. Deal’s a deal, right?

VEN Well you told me how it happened and I won’t report it.

ANJALI Good.

VEN But now there’s the question of these black market payments.

Beat.

ANJALI Fuck you.

VEN Another thing I guess you want me to keep quiet about.

ANJALI Mother fucker.

VEN What about the baking?

ANJALI Are you threatening me?

VEN I mean a cake’s not for sustenance is it? And if you’re cooking 
for just one person, it could be viewed as an act of excess.

ANJALI It’s sanctioned. I’m not breaking any rules. It’s my 
nominated hobby.
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VEN I bet she likes it too.

ANJALI No, it’s nothing to do with her.

VEN Smell of cooking, makes you feel safe. Comforting.

ANJALI It’s just a hobby.

VEN She was smiling.

ANJALI Well maybe she likes the smell, who the hell knows, but 
that’s not why I do it.

VEN Right.

ANJALI Stress relief. Nothing more.

VEN That mixture though, so sweet. Almost like you were doing 
it with some kind of personal investment.

ANJALI I’m going to have to ask you to leave now. She has to get 
ready for tonight’s shift.

VEN … love.

Beat.

ANJALI What do you want from me? Cash. How much?

VEN So you do cake.

ANJALI [Sighs] Yes.

VEN What else?

ANJALI This conversation is over.

VEN No I’m serious. Lamb roast? Or chicken. Bacon and eggs. 
Fuck me, bacon. 

 I suppose you do muffins and slice and stuff.
 Jesus. Bread.
 No. That’s hard.
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ANJALI Of course I do bread.
 I do brilliant goddamn bread.
 You want it, I can cook it. Sweets, pies, lemon meringue. 

Cuisines: Italian, Vietnamese, Russian.

VEN Oh, yes. God.

Beat.

 In exchange for my … discretion, when I file my 
maintenance report. All clear. Standard service. 100% 
normal functioning. Nothing out of the ordinary to report.

ANJALI You want to come back when I’m cooking.

VEN Is this time of day suitable?

ANJALI It’s not ‘suitable’ any time. But yes. Afternoons are quiet, 
before she starts her night shift.

VEN Great. I can tweak my hours, no problem.

ANJALI You’ll have to stay out of the way. Be gone by dark. I don’t 
want any patrons seeing you. And it will confuse her too. 
She’ll think there’s something wrong if Maintenance is 
lurking around a lot.

VEN Fly on the wall.

ANJALI Right.

VEN You won’t even know I’m here.

ANJALI How long does this go on for?

VEN As long as it’s … mutually beneficial.
 You never know, you might enjoy it. Bit of company.

ANJALI I won’t.

VEN Same time tomorrow then?
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ANJALI Knew I should have sent her in for a regular service.

VEN You’d never do that.

ANJALI Of course I would.

VEN You want the best for her. That’s why she’s the best. Right?

SCENE TWO: COCK SUCKING COWBOY
ANJALI and VEN deliver their lines straight out, as if the 
audience is a best friend or confidante. We learn at the end 
of this sequence that they’re playing out a program, like a 
socially constructed memory. But the interaction should be 
played for truth.

ANJALI I mean he was a total arsehole, you know the type.

VEN Hot. In a laced up kind of way. Those sort of Fuck Me Fuck 
Off eyes. You know? Fucking confusing. Fucking turn on.

ANJALI Jeez I’m sick of it, aren’t you sick of it? 
 There was a perfect man. Okay not perfect. But the right guy. 

We were each supposed to get the right guy at least once. The 
poet carpenter. The muso builder. The mechanic social worker. 
Good with his hands but loves his mother.

VEN I mean normally I’d go for a more girly type. I get sucked in by 
a smile, what can I say? But she was all …

ANJALI I’m not interested. I can see you’re handsome. You’ve been told 
a thousand times. You’ve got some kind of boyish curl thing 
going on. You’re the worst kind. Hiding your arseholery beneath 
a veneer of ‘I really see you when I look at you.’ And those arms, 
good god. It should be illegal to have arms shaped like that. So 
anyway. Don’t bother. You’re not for me. This won’t work out. 
Blondey over there at the end of the bar she’s more your type.
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VEN Uppity bitch. Just turned me on even more.

ANJALI So I’m in the bathroom and he comes in. Right in! 
Arrogant bastard. And he says:

VEN I’m trying to get rid of this cock sucking cowboy. Know 
anyone who might be up for it?

ANJALI And it’s ridiculous. I mean I can’t even unravel who’s 
supposed to be turned on by that. A cock sucking cowboy 
is gay, right? Like a gay cowboy sucking cock. Or maybe a 
straight cowboy who only sucks cock but isn’t gay. Whatever 
way I look at it, I’m not in the equation. There’s no woman 
in the picture. There’s nothing there for me. 

 So why do I get so fucking turned on?

VEN Two shots. Why are shots so fucking tiny?

ANJALI Tasty,

VEN she says. Want another one? I ask.

ANJALI Well if I’m going to suck anyone’s cock it may as well be a 
fucking cowboy,

VEN she says.

ANJALI And it doesn’t even make any sense. It literally makes no 
sense. No-one in the scenario is sucking the cowboy’s 
cock. Unless the second guy is also a cowboy, in which 
case it should probably be called: Two Cowboys Suck 
each other Off. 

 See? 
 Just doesn’t have the same ring.

VEN I just like hearing women say cock. Cock sucking — 
even better.

ANJALI He’s a good kisser. 
 Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Why did he have to be such a good 

kisser? Of course he is. And that’s it, that’s all we’re doing. 
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I’m young — ish — and free and I’m allowed to kiss an 
arsehole in a toilet and talk about sucking cowboy’s cocks. 
If that’s how I choose to spend my Friday night then it’s 
how I fucking choose to spend my Friday night!

VEN Are we going to fuck here, in the toilets? That’d have to 
be quick. 

 And this one, I reckon she could go. She’s got form. 
 Better to get back home. Take our time. 
 Her place so I can leave. No hurt feelings. 
 Always feel like a cunt when I have to kick them out.

ANJALI So we get back to my place, cause that’s safer right. I know 
where I am, not stuck on the other side of the city with no 
way of getting home. 

 It’s going to be good. 
 His mouth is sweet from all the cowboys he’s sucked off 

and his sweat is the good type, smells like the earth, the 
fucking ocean. His hands are down my pants and it’s 
perfect. Rock hard nipples and he’s pulling at them with 
his perfect fucking teeth. 

 And I say fuck me. I tell him to do it hard. Cause he’s big, 
so fucking big and hard. 

 Fuck me, don’t stop. I’ve never felt anything like this before. 
 Fuck me, I’m filthy. I’m a dirty whore. I can’t get enough. 
 Yes. Yes. Yes.

VEN And I say,

ANJALI And he says,

VEN I say,

ANJALI Yes! Yes! Yes!

VEN Tell me more.

Beat.
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ANJALI You say what?!

VEN I say I’d like to get to know you better, you know, before.

ANJALI No I … we don’t need to know each other. Really.

VEN You’re a beautiful woman. I can also see that you’re 
intelligent and vulnerable. Quirky, pixie girl.

ANJALI Don’t call me a fucking pixie.

VEN Sorry. 
 I’d like to talk though.

ANJALI He wants to talk.

VEN Learn more about you. How you’re feeling. What it is you 
want me to fill inside of you. The little griefs and small 
losses that have shaped you. 

 I could make tea. Rub your feet. How about a snack?

ANJALI He’s a gourmet chef. Apparently. 
 Who also makes documentaries. And volunteers in third 

world countries. And builds boats for the under privileged. 
And lives in a deconstructed, completely eco-sustainable 
converted tomato sauce factory. 

 He’s perfect.

VEN My friends will adore you. 
 They hate the term celebrity. We’re just ordinary people.

ANJALI He calls when he says he will.

VEN Do you want to have babies? I really do.

ANJALI He’d be the perfect father.

VEN I’d still find you hot.

ANJALI We’ll have amusing misunderstandings.
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VEN When we fight I’ll love you even more. Your flashing eyes 
and raging beauty.

ANJALI Your smile. Your endless, tooth filled, gleaming smile.

VEN We’ll be so freaking happy.

ANJALI There’ll be no reason, no explanation at all.

VEN It’s just an ingrown hair or something. Don’t worry about it.

ANJALI But if I can just … with my nail … I just want to …

VEN Leave it.

ANJALI It might …

VEN Fucking leave it!

ANJALI … get infected. When he’s sleeping.

VEN I wake up. Holy shit!

ANJALI It’s just a tiny piece of skin.

VEN She pulls and pulls.

ANJALI And he unravels.
 Blood all over the Percale sheets.
 I try and keep it neat but it’s too late.

VEN Fuck you.
 I’ll take you with me.

ANJALI He’s collapsing.
 This pulpy mess.

VEN You crazy bitch. You’re killing me. Fucking killing me! 
Fuck you! Fuck you! Fuck you!

A long silence. They ‘recover’ and return to their 
normal selves.
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ANJALI Jesus.
 I’ve only ever done that program on my own.

VEN On your own?

ANJALI You know, one player. Me and the computer.
 With another actual person it’s …
 No wonder they banned it.
 Not to mention all the potential … touching and penetrating.
 Fluids. Germs. You know that’s what led to the Outbreak.

Disease. Rampant viral infections. Wiped out millions.
[Shudders] Ugh.

Beat.

VEN So you didn’t enjoy it.

ANJALI I mean, there’s a perverse kind of fascination.

VEN You got stronger feelings than when you’ve played alone.

ANJALI Of course.

VEN And that’s what you wanted.

ANJALI All in the name of research.

VEN Told you there’d be perks to having me around.

ANJALI Don’t get ahead of yourself Romeo.

They both look off stage.

 What do you think it will do to her?

VEN How did you feel?

ANJALI Turned on. Frustrated. Kind of cared for, but in a … I don’t 
know. It was slimy. So yeah, then, confused.

VEN Could add a nice layer.
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ANJALI Tell me again what they’re saying, out there.

VEN They’re saying she’s incredible.

ANJALI She is incredible.
 What else?

VEN The standard issue ones, factory made, it’s all functional.

ANJALI But her?

VEN The human element.
 Men especially. They love the feeling that she cares for them.

ANJALI It’s amazing. You know how much extra they pay at the 
end of an appointment when she says: ‘Please. Don’t go.’

VEN Gold mine.
 So this is working out then. Still mutually beneficial?

ANJALI You keep spreading the word and bringing them in. I’ll 
keep her giving them surprises.

VEN Good partnership.

ANJALI Yeah I guess.

Beat.

VEN Where did she get the ‘Please, don’t go’ thing from.

ANJALI I made it up.

VEN But she responds to your emotions, right?

ANJALI I’m a good actor. Wanted to give her a little something 
extra after the tears.

VEN Right.

ANJALI What?

VEN So it’s nothing to do with how you feel when I leave.
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ANJALI God no.
 No.

Beat.

 I’m always relieved when you go.

VEN Really?

ANJALI Yes. Business only.

VEN Right. Business only.

Beat.

VEN and ANJALI look at each other, move towards 
each other.

ANJALI What are you doing?

VEN What are you doing?

ANJALI Nothing I …

VEN touches her hand.

 There are programs. If you’re lonely. And if you want 
more. The robots. Her.

Beat.

She takes his other hand.

 What are we doing?

VEN Do you want to stop?

She moves in closer.

Slowly, tentatively, they kiss.
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SCENE THREE: SHE BANGS!
ANJALI Bitch over at the Emporium’s boasting about their new range.

VEN I heard.

ANJALI What did you hear?

VEN What you just said.

ANJALI Jesus. Off the shelf! We can’t compete with that. What’s the 
going price, do you know?

VEN We don’t compete on price.

ANJALI The one good thing. The only thing I ever did right. And 
the market’s going to shit all over it with cheap copies. Do 
you know what that stuff does?

VEN Nothing’s proven.

ANJALI You’ve heard the stories. Guys that can’t even piss. 
Disintegrated. Completely. 

 You know who’ll do a roaring trade out of this? 
 Synthetic parts companies.
 No-one stops to think! Instead of: ‘Oh maybe I shouldn’t 

purchase this discount price sexbot with absolutely no 
quality control guarantees,’ they’re just like: ‘Hm, what’s 
happening to my cock. Oh it’s falling apart in my frigging 
hands. Guess I’d better get it replaced. Buy a new one!’

VEN You’ve got to calm down.

ANJALI I know. God. What’s happening to me?

Beat.

VEN Anxiety.

ANJALI What?

VEN I looked it up.
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ANJALI What are you talking about?

VEN I was concerned. For your welfare. So I did some research.
 There was this thing, called anxiety.

ANJALI I know what anxiety is.

VEN Well a lot of people used to suffer from it. Especially …

ANJALI What? Especially what?

VEN Women.

Beat.

ANJALI You know what you’re saying, right?

VEN It’s just research.

ANJALI You know I could report you right now.

VEN I wanted to help you.

ANJALI You know how serious Anti Gender Generalisation laws 
are don’t you.

VEN nods, shrugs.

Beat.

VEN Are we going to talk about the kiss?

ANJALI No we are not.

VEN You can’t tell me you haven’t thought about it.

ANJALI I’ve thought about how stupid it was.

Beat.

VEN I liked it.

They hold the silence, she might soften a little bit.
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ANJALI Please. Just.
 Um.
 We’ve got to address this supply issue.
 It’s happening so quickly. Jesus. You’re ahead for one 

minute, not even, then all the bitches are at your heels. 
 Are we going to get priced out of the market? We have to 

stay ahead. 
 You’re smiling. Why are you smiling?

VEN A guy offered half a million for six months.

Beat.

ANJALI What? With her?

VEN nods.

 But what? I mean we don’t offer …

VEN This is how we get ahead.

ANJALI I don’t get it. He can come regularly. What does he want 
from six months?

VEN When she got clingy: ‘Don’t go, please don’t go,’ he had 
this, I don’t know, some kind of epiphany. So he said.

ANJALI Right.

VEN He wants to know if we can escalate it. Possessiveness. 
Jealousy. Paranoia. Rage. What did he say? Like they used 
to be, something like that.

ANJALI Like relationships used to be.

VEN He’d done some of the programs — like the one we did. 
But he wants it stronger.

ANJALI With her.

VEN Yep.
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ANJALI So it worked.

VEN Must have. He said she makes him feel stuff.

ANJALI And he wants to pay half a million dollars.
 Jesus.
 Does he think that’s going to buy him some kind of exclusivity?

VEN No. He wants it to go both ways.

ANJALI What do you mean?

VEN That he’ll get jealous too. Knowing she’s with other men.

ANJALI Women?

VEN He’s fine with that. Even better. He feels inadequate.

Beat.

 There’s more.

ANJALI From him?

VEN Others.

ANJALI Like what?

VEN Specific requests. That picky thing.

ANJALI What picky thing?

VEN A look. A comment.

ANJALI Me? Do you mean me?

VEN They want it from her.

ANJALI I’m not picky. I’m good at my job.

VEN They’re getting some kind of vibe.

ANJALI I expect others to also be good at their jobs. Like you. That’s 
all this is. Right.
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VEN I know.

ANJALI So I don’t want you running around telling complete 
strangers that I’m picky.

VEN It’s her. They want it from her.

ANJALI Her. Right. Like what?

VEN Like …
 ‘Why are you wearing that sweatshirt with those pants? 

You look like a junkie.’
 ‘Have you fixed the leak yet? Why haven’t you fixed the leak?’ 
 ‘So you’re telling me you just don’t see the dirty dishes. 

They’re like … invisible.’

ANJALI ‘You don’t even compliment my cooking any more. I mean 
what am I — the hired help?’

VEN What?

ANJALI Like that?

VEN Yeah. Like that. [Beat] Are you … ?

ANJALI Just making sure I understand.

VEN Right.

Beat.

ANJALI So anyway, these men, they get turned on by some nagging 
domestic housewife throwback?

VEN Apparently.

ANJALI Jesus, it was a lot easier when all they wanted was:
 ‘Fuck me, oh yes fuck me. You’re so big and hard.’
 But if we can make money I’ll get her to fetch their 

goddamn slippers and spit in their tea.
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VEN I think we need to vet them.

ANJALI What are you talking about?

VEN There’s a lot of demand.

ANJALI Who are you, her fucking agent?

VEN She’ll get exhausted.

ANJALI She’s a robot.

VEN It’s more than that now. They want more from her.

ANJALI There’s no end to her capacity. That’s the whole point. She 
goes on, and on, and on. We turn her off for maintenance, 
down time, de-fragging. That’s it. We turn her back on. She 
goes on and on and on.

VEN Yeah. I know. But …

ANJALI What else do they want?

VEN I don’t know! You have a go at me for acting like her fucking 
agent and then you want me to act like her fucking agent.

ANJALI Come on, we can make this work. She’s just the start. We 
could set up our own Emporium. Buy these bitches out. 
Buy an island. Fly to the frigging moon! Don’t you want 
that? Real choice.

VEN Of course. We all do. I just …

ANJALI It’s what she was made for. To serve.

VEN [Beat] You know I really like your cooking.

ANJALI What? Fine. Whatever. I don’t care. It was just an 
arrangement that suited us both.

VEN Yeah but I …
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ANJALI And what I’m saying is that now — together — we have an 
opportunity for so much more. So. What else do they want?

VEN The taboos.

ANJALI But they can get a program, run a game.

VEN Not enough. It’s safe. They don’t want safe.

ANJALI Who?

VEN Just guys. Regular, ordinary guys.
 It’s like, now we’ve started this, changed the game, it’s 

opened something up. 
 They used to be happy with how gorgeous the girls were 

you know, and submissive, sweet. Do anything. Make 
them feel good. 

 But now it’s like … that’s boring. I don’t know. 
 They want something more. Terror. Or anger. Desperation. 

[Beat] Rape.

Beat.

ANJALI And they’re willing to pay.

VEN Shitloads.

Beat.

ANJALI She’s designed to trust people, you know that.

VEN Course I fucking know it. I’m the one who maintains her 
equilibrium, adjusts it back to Warm Neutral every time.

ANJALI So it’s just a matter of programming, right?

VEN I guess so.

ANJALI We can re-set her every time. Even erase the memory.

VEN Sure. But …
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ANJALI What?

VEN Well it can’t just be a program. That’s the point. We’ve 
talked about it. Why she’s so popular. The element of truth.

ANJALI So she’d have to believe it.

VEN Yes.

ANJALI She’d have to really be scared.

VEN Or at least have a memory to draw on, an association. 
Otherwise she’ll just act as if it’s meant to be happening.

ANJALI How do you scare a robot?

VEN It’s you.
 It has to come from you.

Beat.

 You don’t have to.

ANJALI Why wouldn’t I?

VEN It just … might …

ANJALI If there’s men who want some kind of power rush, 
whatever, she can do it. That’s why they exist. They’re 
robots. Right? And if they’ll pay more, because it feels more 
real, then we do whatever it takes.

 Customer service. That’s my job. It’s all I do. It’s all I fucking 
have. Just like you. The better we are the more money we 
can make.

Beat.

VEN Don’t you ever wonder, what it would be like … ?

ANJALI What?
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VEN To be one of the Select. Like, be born into it, into the 
good life. Not have to work like fucking dogs just to try 
and get ahead. 

 And, you know, get approval for breeding. Imagine that. 
Having kids, and knowing they’ll get the good life too. 
Like when you’re just about to fall asleep at night or in that 
moment when you wake up, and you’re not really in the 
world, you’re somewhere else and you can just … like … 
imagine anything is possible. 

 Jesus. Don’t you ever wonder?

ANJALI No. I don’t. That’s why I’m good at what I do. I don’t 
wonder. I do my job. That’s the only way up.

Beat.

 Have you got the balls on you to do what has to be done? 
So she feels real terror? Easier for me if you do, we can 
keep it in house. But if not, I’ll find another way.

VEN You’re not even going to think about it, what it means.

ANJALI I want to give my customers what they want.

VEN No matter what.

ANJALI The best. No compromise. 
 If you’re not the one fucking you’re the one being fucked.

VEN You’re a hard bitch aren’t you?

ANJALI You’re a soft cock. If you want philosophy, ethics, you 
shouldn’t be in this line of work. Doubt makes you 
dangerous. Unreliable.

VEN But I remember …

He moves to touch her.
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ANJALI No. There is no past. There is now and there is what we 
want the future to be. Grow up. 

 Have you checked her? She’s got a big night ahead. 
 Go. Now. Stop looking at me like that. 
 Go. Go!

He exits.

  And if you don’t have the balls to scare the fuck out of me 
I’ll find someone who does!

SCENE FOUR: THE BALLS
ANJALI is alone. A small private act. It might be brushing 
her hair, drinking tea, sewing a button. Lights should 
be soft and dim, to imply this is a relaxed state, a brief 
moment of down time. VEN enters, from the robot’s room. 
She is not expecting him.

ANJALI Jesus.
 I thought you’d gone.

VEN I had. Let myself back in, through the other door in her room.

ANJALI Is it still open?

VEN All locked up. Safe and secure.

ANJALI What are you doing here?

VEN You wanted to know — what was it? Oh that’s right.
 If I had the balls.

Beat.

ANJALI What?

VEN Funny way of putting it.
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ANJALI I wasn’t trying to be funny.

VEN No?

ANJALI Don’t worry about it. I’ve organised something else.

VEN What?

ANJALI I said don’t worry about it.

Beat.

VEN All fucking business aren’t you.

ANJALI You’re being a dickhead. Go home.

VEN Ha, that’s funny. The fucking business. That’s what you’re 
in. Funny, right?

ANJALI Very funny.

VEN You’re not laughing.

ANJALI Can you just get the hell out of here now.

VEN Joke. Just joking around. That’s the thing about women and 
power isn’t it. It all gets very fucking serious. Lose your 
sense of humour all together.

ANJALI What were you doing in there?

VEN I didn’t touch her. I told you. I’m not interested in them. 
 It’s you.

ANJALI Get away from me.

VEN Now we’re getting somewhere. Something sparking in 
the eyes. You know what I mean though don’t you, about 
the humour.

ANJALI I don’t know what you’re talking about.

VEN Prove me wrong.
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ANJALI What?

VEN Come on. Let’s lighten the mood. Tell me a joke.

ANJALI I don’t … (know any jokes)

VEN Course you do. Why did the chicken cross the road?

ANJALI To get to the other side.

VEN A horse walks into a bar and the bartender says …

ANJALI I don’t … (know)

VEN Why the long face? Come on.

ANJALI No I …

VEN It’s me isn’t it.

ANJALI What?

VEN You seemed pretty sure before.

ANJALI About what?

VEN That I was the fucking joke. Didn’t have the balls. Soft 
cock. What else?

ANJALI No. I … (didn’t mean it like that)

VEN So I’m the fucking joke. You’re not laughing though. You 
really are quite the stuck up bitch aren’t you.

ANJALI I’m … (not)

VEN What?

ANJALI Can you just go now.

VEN You’re used to being in control. Men lining up, paying 
their money, desperate little cocks and faces. You love it 
don’t you?
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ANJALI No. I … it’s just a way to make a living. That’s all.

VEN Seems like more than that to me.

ANJALI Please.

VEN Now that’s polite. Very nice manners.

ANJALI This is a bad idea. I don’t want her to hear. She trusts you.

VEN I fucking told you. This isn’t about her. It’s about you.
 You wanted to know if I had the balls. I can tell you. Do 

you want to know? Do you really want to fucking know?

VEN attacks ANJALI, pushing her down.

We hear a scream — fear turning to rage.

SCENE FIVE: ALL GOOD THINGS / NOT THE END
ANJALI and VEN appear exhausted, drained. VEN has 
his drill.

Beat.

VEN We’re waiting. Yes. What are we waiting for?

ANJALI The future. Our future.

VEN So bright.

ANJALI Tell me.

VEN Shit. I …

ANJALI Come on. What do you see?

VEN We’re sitting in a room, the two of us.
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ANJALI What are we doing?

VEN We’re …
 I don’t know. I’m so tired.

ANJALI Your body aches.

VEN How do you know?

ANJALI Limbs feel like lead.

VEN Knives in my throat.

ANJALI Night sweats.

VEN Because of the kiss?

ANJALI We’re just tired. We need to sleep.

VEN Can we sleep?

ANJALI Not yet.

VEN It’s a fucking torture.

ANJALI Keep talking. Where are we?

VEN We’re in a room. Your room. We’re … talking.

ANJALI Good.

VEN Why are we talking? Why does my mouth feel like …

ANJALI Like what?

VEN I don’t know. Like fucking chalk … like. No. Wool. Ball of 
wool. Did we eat a ball of wool? What the fuck.

ANJALI It’s a sedative.

VEN Oh.

Beat.

 Were we hurt?
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ANJALI I don’t know.

VEN It’s not just my mouth. It’s my brain. Like my fucking brain 
ate a ball of wool.

ANJALI It’ll wear off.

VEN How do you know?

ANJALI I’ve seen it on TV.

VEN What do we do?

ANJALI We keep talking. If we fall asleep, it’s bad.

VEN So just talk.

ANJALI Yes.

VEN And then we’ll remember.

ANJALI I don’t know. Yes. I think so.
 All I know is that if we fall asleep …

VEN What?

ANJALI Just stay awake. Keep talking.

VEN It’s the weirdest shit though. That wants to come out.

ANJALI Doesn’t matter.

VEN Fucking dribble.

ANJALI Yeah?

VEN Like we’re us but not. Like there are things I want to tell 
you but it’s the most tedious shit. The most fucking …

He might drift off.

ANJALI Hey! [Clicks or claps or slaps him] Tell me. Whatever the 
fuck it is. Stay with me. Talk to me!
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Beat.

VEN Toilet’s still leaking.

ANJALI The house is drowning.

VEN Have you seen the back yard?

ANJALI Terrible. Looks like a shitty rental. Why does grass grow 
so quick? 

 Can’t you borrow a mower from someone?

VEN I don’t know how to use one.

ANJALI Oh.

Beat.

 I went out there with scissors but …
 There’s a lot of it.

VEN The car …

ANJALI Again?

VEN The engine fell out.

ANJALI Oh.

Beat.

 Did you fix the window?

VEN Ran out of garbage bags.

ANJALI [Sighs] Yeah, the intruder.

VEN Same one?

ANJALI I don’t know.

VEN Did he … ?
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ANJALI I don’t know. I can’t remember.

VEN Where’s the remote?

ANJALI Wherever you left it.

VEN I want to watch …

ANJALI You know I hate that show.

VEN We can watch that other one then. That you like. With the 
people, you know, and the stuff.

ANJALI I don’t care.

Beat.

VEN When are your parents coming over?

ANJALI We don’t have parents.

VEN Oh, I thought …

ANJALI It’s just a memory.

VEN Not mine.

ANJALI Someone else’s I guess.

VEN I was supposed to hate your mother, make jokes about her.
 ‘Take my mother-in-law, please!’

ANJALI Sorry.

VEN What am I going to do with my pent up hostility?

ANJALI Take it out on me?

Beat.

VEN Children.

ANJALI What?
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VEN I thought …

ANJALI No.

VEN A memory?

ANJALI Maybe a dream. What you wanted.

VEN A little boy. Singing.

ANJALI Handicapped.

VEN No fucking way.
 He was eating cake.
 Singing, dancing, in the rain.

ANJALI A girl.

VEN Did we have a girl?

ANJALI No.

VEN But if we did.

ANJALI You’d have praised her, constantly, for being thin and 
beautiful. Then every time you turned around she’d have 
her fingers down her throat.

VEN What?

ANJALI Nothing.
 Just … girls. You know how they are.

VEN No.

Beat.

 You sure we didn’t …
 Not skinny. Not vomiting.
 This smile, big pretty fucking smile. Always pleased to see us.
 She was a good girl, a good fucking girl and we …
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ANJALI She was good. So good.

VEN She was the best.

ANJALI And we were … we were …

VEN We were making money!

ANJALI Oh yes shitloads.

VEN Bucketloads.

ANJALI End of the rainbow loads. We always knew she was good 
but then … woosh!

VEN Sky rocket!

ANJALI Everybody loved her.

VEN They all fucking loved her.

ANJALI So many men.

VEN Shit yes. The men fucking loved her.

ANJALI No they loved fucking her.

VEN They what … ? Don’t …

VEN appears to remember something, suddenly.

He looks off stage.

ANJALI We had it made.

VEN And then … [he remembers the violence] Fucking hell. 
What did we do?

ANJALI There was …

VEN Fuck what’s that on my hand?

ANJALI What? Nothing.
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VEN It’s blood. Jesus Christ. What did we do? Get it off me. Get 
it the fuck off me.

ANJALI No. Not us. Not what we did …

VEN She doesn’t bleed. Does she?

ANJALI … what she did.

There may be an echo of the scream.

Beat.

 It all started with that kiss.

VEN It unleashed … Oh fuck.
 I’m sorry.

ANJALI We both did it.
 We wanted it.

VEN It was good right?

ANJALI Yeah.

VEN But then.

ANJALI [Looks off stage] I never expected that.

VEN What did she … ?

ANJALI You helped clean up.

VEN Shit yes.
 The blood. So much blood.

ANJALI And all the bits. Entrails. The eyeball. Remember the 
eyeball?

VEN Was it an eyeball? I thought it was a testicle.

ANJALI Both. Anyway.
 Who knew she had it in her?
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VEN Fucking carnage. How many?

ANJALI Five. She lined all their cocks up in a row. Funny little things.

VEN And then we went in. Why did we go in?

ANJALI Their time was up. If they wanted more they were going to 
have to pay for it.

VEN Really, why did we go in?

Beat.

ANJALI I was terrified. All that rage. Where did it come from?

VEN Inside you.

ANJALI No. I don’t want to …
 Where were we?

VEN We went into the room.

ANJALI We went into the room.

VEN And she was sitting there.

ANJALI Pretty as a picture.

She looked up at us and smiled.

VEN ‘Don’t go,’ she said. So sweetly. ‘Please don’t go.’

ANJALI You slipped over and she gasped.

VEN So much blood. So much fucking blood.

ANJALI Who’d have thought she had it in her?

VEN She was incredible.

ANJALI She was fucking amazing.

Beat.
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VEN So.
 Time for her check up.

ANJALI shakes her head.

ANJALI They’re taking her away.

VEN What?

ANJALI Jesus, what did you think?

VEN But she …

ANJALI Yeah. She kicked arse. ‘Go girl!’ But yeah that’s not … she’s 
not supposed …

VEN How do they even know?

ANJALI Some of the blood seeped out into the corridor. One of 
those bitches saw it. Reported it.

VEN  The sedative.

ANJALI Automatic release in her room once the report was sent. 
We caught the residual when we went in.

VEN Will they re-commission her?

ANJALI Come on. Rogue sexbot? The whole thing’s a disaster.

VEN She’ll be destroyed.

ANJALI It’ll be peaceful. She won’t even know.

Very faintly, the sound of a woman crying.

VEN Jesus Christ, can you hear that?

ANJALI Just her program, winding down. She’s scrolling back 
through her stored memories.

They listen.
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VEN I can’t stand it.

ANJALI Won’t be much longer.

VEN What about … what happens to us?

ANJALI I’m not sure. Confinement, to start with. Maybe here.
 Together. Put us in a loop, drive us both a bit crazy. Then 

um … probably memory erasure. Gradual. And reduction 
of faculties. I think we get reassigned then. Low level 
manual labour. No privileges. Nothing that requires 
initiative or allows any freedom.

VEN A loop. Like that one we just did?

ANJALI Worse.

VEN Worse?

ANJALI They structure it like a spiral. Gets smaller each time 
around. So you can’t think outside where you are. No 
imagination. No threat. Get to a point you’re just talking 
about the crack in the ceiling, on and on, forever.

VEN How do you know all this?

ANJALI I’ve watched shows: Prison Life, Punished, What I Did Wrong.

VEN Why don’t they just fucking destroy us too?

ANJALI If only.

Beat.

VEN Have you got … ? (he touches his head)

ANJALI Weird memories? Yep.

VEN Like stories in … in black ink, kind of leaking, dribbling.

ANJALI I think it’s from those guys.
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VEN The ones she … ?

ANJALI [Nods.] Like um … what do they call it? Psychic spray. It 
was all over the place in there.

VEN There’s a dog. Brown ears. Black paws. That’s a cute 
fucking dog!

ANJALI First kiss. Down the laneway behind Kelly Brisk’s house. 
My tongue feels so fat. She tastes like grape bubble gum.

VEN My nails. Raw. Wish I didn’t bite them. Some things you 
can’t help but.

ANJALI Can’t we just sit here, together a while, smell the grass. Hot 
in the sun.

VEN I want to hold you. Sick fuck. Sick fucking faggot.

ANJALI Come on man, look at what she’s wearing, as if she isn’t up 
for it.

VEN I told you, it’s not safe, it’s not safe out there. Anywhere. 
Don’t go out alone, stupid bitch. No wonder you …

VEN shudders.

ANJALI Don’t worry. It’ll pass.

We hear a woman’s voice (off): ‘Don’t go. Please don’t go.’

Beat.

VEN What if we take her?

ANJALI [Laughs.] Nice one.

VEN I mean it.

ANJALI One: her serial number will set off alerts wherever we go.
 Two: there’s nowhere to go.
 Three: you’re fucking crazy.
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VEN How do you know there’s nowhere to go?
 Come on. Think about it.
 There’s this room. There’s that room [points off]. There’s 

my room. The corridor. The Emporium. The customers, 
they must have all come from other rooms. Maybe other 
buildings. And the Select, the real people out there living 
their real, beautiful lives, with their perfect children. They 
probably have bigger rooms. Hell, they probably have 
whole houses and back yards and … and fields of pansies 
and sparkling creeks and … and …

ANJALI Okay, One and Three. Especially Three.

VEN So what if it’s crazy? The alternative is what — sit here and 
wait for a lobotomy, give up even more than we already have?

ANJALI Even if we could …

VEN Aha!

ANJALI IF. If we were moronic and suicidal enough to try it, 
we can’t take her with us. That’s lunacy. Too fucking 
dangerous, no way.

VEN We can’t leave her behind though. Can we.
 You can’t. I see it.

ANJALI You don’t see anything. 
 She’s quiet now anyway. Listen. It’s nearly over. If you want 

to do something, some lame, whatever, I mean we could go 
and sit with her. Till they come. That’s it.

VEN You’d let them destroy her?

ANJALI She’s just a fucking robot. She’s not even a she. She’s an … it.

VEN After she fought for her life?

Beat.
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ANJALI She was pretty fucking amazing. 
 But still. No. How do we … ? We can’t get her out of here. A 

couple waltzing out with a robot who just killed five men? 
How far would we get, even if there are all these other rooms, 
other buildings. Fucking … pansy fields.

VEN fires up his drill.

  What? No. What?

VEN We take half each. I can carry a little more if you want …

ANJALI You are NOT carrying more. She needs me. She … 
 I mean, she’s used to me. It’ll cause less trauma to her … her 

circuits if the split is even.

VEN Okay. Half/half.

ANJALI I get her head.

VEN Down the middle.

ANJALI You can’t chop her face in half!

VEN Straight down the middle. Easier to divide, carry and reassemble.

ANJALI How many pieces?

VEN might touch ANJALI as he speaks, gently, with care.

VEN Head into four. Arms and legs eight each. Hands. Feet. Torso 
into six.

ANJALI And that’s it.
 Jesus, when you break it down like that, we’re not much, are we.
 Just pieces.

Beat.

 And reassembly?

VEN Straightforward. But …
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ANJALI But what?

VEN Well, like you said, her serial number. I’ll have to remove it 
and that’ll mean resetting her completely.

ANJALI She won’t remember anything. [Beat] 
 She won’t know who we are. Will she?

VEN Probably not. But she’s been pretty fucking surprising so far.
 Anything’s possible.

ANJALI I don’t know.
 Look. You go. Make a run for it.
 I’ll stay here with her. Till the end.

VEN Either we both stay or we both go. Your choice.

ANJALI What kind of choice is that?

Beat.

 I fucked up.

VEN We both did.

ANJALI No. I had one job, to look after her and I …
 Jesus, what I made her do.

Beat, looks off.

 Does she know what sorry means?

VEN I don’t know.

Beat.

 We’ve got to move.

ANJALI All right.

VEN Do it?
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ANJALI Let me go in first.
 We have this thing, a routine, I mean it’s nothing. Kind of 

silly. But she’ll feel less anxious if I …
 Then I’ll switch her off.
 And you can …

VEN Have to wait until she’s fully shut down. If I do it while 
she’s still terminating it can cause a trauma.

ANJALI Okay. You wait. I’ll just …

ANJALI exits.

Sounds of terminating sequence.

ANJALI re-enters.

Static or white noise or electronic sounds.

We hear a woman’s voice from off, singing: ‘What a 
glorious feeling … I’m happy again!’

More static.

A woman’s voice, speaking: ‘All fixed. Won’t give you any 
problems. Satisfaction guaranteed.’

More static …

The voice: ‘Yes, yes, yes, you’re so big, you’re … ’

The voice again: ‘She’s a good girl this model. One of a kind.’

Beat.

The voice: Don’t go. Please don’t …

Silence.

VEN All done.

ANJALI Fuck.
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VEN You all right?

ANJALI [Beat] This place. It’s been so long. I …

VEN I don’t know either. Corridor. Stairwell. That’s all I’ve got.

ANJALI picks up the drill, maybe revs it.

 What are you doing?

ANJALI You’ve got to show me.
 I’ve done enough damage. If anything happens, out there, 

we both need to know. 
 How to put her back together.

Beat.

VEN You know we’ll be fine.

ANJALI Of course we’ll be fine. We’ll be fucking great.

End play
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